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ABSTRACT

This paper describes and analyses an improved al�
gorithm for hands�free telephony which uses an acoustic
echo canceller combined with an additional FIR��lter
�called �echo shaping �lter�� in the sending path of
the hands�free telephone� The algorithm controlling the
�lter is motivated by an approximation of an optimal
least squares �lter� Simulation results show that the
algorithm allows to reduce the order of the echo can�
celler signi�cantly� still providing high echo attenuation
and low distortion of the near end speech signal during
double talk� The modulation of the background noise
caused by the echo shaping �lter can be reduced by
adding arti�cially generated noise to the output signal
��comfort noise���

� Introduction

A hands�free telephone needs an echo suppression device
which eliminates the feedback of the far end speech sig�
nal via the electro�acoustic loop� The acoustic echo
canceller is considered to be the ideal solution for the
echo reduction task because it allows true full du�
plex ��double talk�� speech transmission� It requires�
however� a large amount of computational resources and
its echo attenuation is not always su�cient�
This paper deals with an acoustic echo control device

which uses an acoustic echo canceller with a reduced
number of �lter taps and an additional FIR �lter in the
sending path of the hands�free telephone 	
� �� �� �� This
�lter is adjusted to suppress those frequencies where the
residual echo left by the echo canceller has more power
than the near speech signal� As a result the residual
echo attains a spectral shape similar to the near end
signal and is therefore partially masked by the near end
signal� In analogy with the well known noise shaping
method used in speech coding 	�� we call this approach
�echo shaping� and the �lter in the sending path the
echo shaping �lter� The adaptive echo shaping �lter can
be seen as a device to either increase the echo attenu�
ation in case the echo canceller does not deliver enough
attenuation� or� as a means to reduce the overall com�
plexity since the echo canceller might be equipped with

less coe�cients� Compared to the conventional voice ac�
tivated attenuator the echo shaping �lter provides bet�
ter speech quality and intelligibility during double talk
situations�

� Principles of the Echo Shaping Approach

Figure � shows a block diagram of the acoustic echo
canceller C combined with an echo shaping �lter H� We
assume that the echo canceller C delivers a minimum
echo attenuation of ��� dB�
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Figure �� Block diagram of combined echo canceller
and echo shaping �lter�

The input signal of the adaptive �lter H is the com�
pensated signal�

e�k� � s�k� � n�k� � d�k�� bd�k�
� w�k� � d�k�� bd�k� �

���

where s�k� is the near end speech signal� n�k� is the near
end noise signal� d�k� is the echo signal at the micro�

phone input� and bd�k� is the echo signal as estimated by
the echo canceller C� In what follows we always assume
that the signals s�k�� n�k�� and d�k� are statistically
independent and short time stationary�
The echo shaping �lter H is adapted by means of a

background �lter H�� The coe�cients of H� are copied
into �lter H at each time instance� The input signal



z�k� of H� is an adaptively mixed linear combination of
the microphone signal y�k� and the compensated signal
e�k�� The reference signal of the adaptive �lter is the
compensated signal e�k�� To adapt the �lter H� we ex�
ploit the fact that the compensated signal e�k� contains
less echo than the input signal z�k��

� An Ideal Control Algorithm

To develop insight into the proper control strategy for
the echo shaping �lter we �rst consider the least squares
approach �Wiener �lter�� Figure � shows the signal �ow
diagram of the Wiener �lter approach� We assume that
the input to the Wiener �lter is the compensated sig�
nal e�k� and the reference signal is the near end signal
w�k� � s�k� � n�k��
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Figure �� Block diagram of the Wiener �lter�

The coe�cients of �lter Hw are adjusted to minimize
the mean square error Ef�w � bw��g� The frequency re�
sponse of the resulting �lter can be written as a function
of power spectral densities R��� 	��

Hw��� �
Rwe���

Ree���
�

Rww���

Rww��� �R
�d�bd��d�bd���� �

���

If we approximate the echo attenuation of the com�
pensator by � � ��ERLEC���dB �ERLEC denotes the
Echo Return Loss Enhancement of the compensator C�
we may write

Hw��� �
Rww���

Rww��� � ��Rdd���
�

����

���� � ��
�

���

where ���� denotes the near�signal�to�echo ratio at the
microphone input�

���� �
Rww���

Rdd���
�

Rss��� � Rnn���

Rdd���
� ���

Figure � plots the attenuation characteristic of the
Wiener �lter Hw��� as a function of the near�signal�to�
echo ratio ���� � �� log�������� and the compensator
attenuation �� It can be seen that the attenuation of
the echo shaping �lter is reduced as the compensator
attenuation gets larger
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Figure �� Attenuation characteristics of the Wiener
�lter �ELREC � ��� log�������

��� Development of the Control Algorithm

The input signal z�k� of the NLMS�adapted background
�lter H�� as shown in Figure �� is a combination of
the microphone signal y�k� and the compensated signal
e�k��

z�k� � ��k�y�k� � ��� ��k��e�k� � �
�

where the time varying non�negative control factor ��k�
���k� � �� is controlled such that a required minimum
echo attenuation during single talk and an admissible
near end speech signal distortion during double talk is
achieved�
We assume in a �rst order approximation that the

echo attenuation of the echo canceller can be modelled
by a scalar factor

d�k�� bd�k� � ��k�d�k� � ���

Then the combined input signal in equation �
� can be
rewritten as

z�k� � ��k�y�k� � �� � ��k��e�k�

� s�k� � n�k� � d�k���k� �
���

where the control parameter ��k� is given by

��k� � ��k� � ��k���� ��k�� � ��

Since the adaptive �lter H� approximates a non causal
Wiener �lter� the frequency response H��� k� at time in�
stance k can be written as a function of the time varying
control factor ��k��

H��� k� �
Rez���

Rzz���
�

���� � ���k�

���� � ���k�
� ���

where ���� is de�ned as in equation ����
Now we want the control algorithm to approximate

the ideal control algorithm as found above� If we postu�
late Hw��� � H��� k�� substitute ���� by its estimated
mean ���k�� and solve for ��k� we obtain

��k� �
��k����k� � ���k�

����k�
�

s
���k����k� � ����

�����k�
� ���k� �

����

which can be simpli�ed by a truncated Taylor series to

��k� � ������k� � ������
���k�

���k�
� ����



Hence� in equation ��� ��k� should be choosen to

��k� �
�

�� ��k�

�
������k� � ������

���k�

���k�

�
�

����

��� The Estimation of ��k� and ���k�

��k� can be estimated using recursive �rst order power

measurements of the signals y�k�� e�k� and bd�k�� Recall
that

��yy�k� � ��ss�k� � ��nn�k� � ��dd�k�

��ee�k� � ��ss�k� � ��nn�k� � ��
�d�bd��d�bd��k� �

����

Using the assumption in equation ��� we obtain

��dd�k� �
�

��� ��k���
��bdbd�k�

��
�d�bd��d�bd��k� � ��k��

��� ��k���
��bdbd�k� �

����

and by combining the above equations we get an expres�
sion for ��k��

��k� �
��yy�k�� ��ee�k� � ��bdbd�k�
��yy�k�� ��ee�k� � ��bdbd�k� � ��
�

It turns out� however� that this estimation procedure is
very sensitive� as is the control law in equation ���� with
respect to estimation errors of ��k�� Therefore� during
single talk of the far end speaker ��k� is estimated by
the simpli�ed expression

��k� �

s
��ee�speech�k�

��yy�speech�k�
� ����

where ��ee�speech�k� and ��yy�speech�k� are the power of
the speech components in the signals e�k� and y�k�� re�
spectively� These can be estimated using the method
described in 	���
With the above estimate for ��k� it is now possible to

calculate ���k� as

���k� �
��ss�k� � ��nn�k�

��dd�k�
�

��� ��k�����yy�k�

��bdbd�k� � � �

����

Now ��k� can be estimated according to equation �����
The above calculations are relevant only when the far
speaker is active� because otherwise neither ��k� nor ��
are well de�ned� Therefore ��k� is set to ��k� � �
whenever the far speaker is not active� This is controlled
by a voice activity detector�

��� Comfort Noise

The time varying echo shaping �lter may give rise to
modulations of the background noise at the near side�
To make this less irritating to the far end listener� a

comfort noise generator can be used� Ideally� the noise
in the signal transmitted to the far side should have the
same power density spectrum as the noise n�k� recorded
by the microphone�
In our system the LPC�coe�cients 	�� of the noise are

estimated during speech pauses� When the far speaker
is active� a white noise is �ltered with a LPC syn�
thesis �lter and ampli�ed to obtain a noise bn�k� that
approximates the power density spectrum of n�k�� To
adapt the noise to the time varying echo shaping �l�
ter� bn�k� should be �ltered with a �lter G�k�� where
jG���j� � � � jH���j�� However� due to the complic�
ated calculations of the coe�cients of the �lter G we
use the approximation bG�k� � ��k� NH

� ��H�k�� which

yields j bG���j� � je�j
NH

� �H���j�� where NH �� is the
order of the �lter H� The �ltered noise is then added tobs�k��
Our experiments show that the order of the LPC�

estimator and synthesis �lter must be about �
��� to
successfully estimate the background noise density spec�
trum if it contains several strong harmonic components�
If it is almost white� fewer coe�cents are su�cient�
Experiments also show that the power of the com�

fort noise may be � to � dB less than the power of the
input noise n�k� without sever impact on the auditive
perception�

� Experimental Results

��� Instrumental Assessment

Our evaluation method is based on a separate processing
of the acoustic echo and the near end signal 	�� ��� This
evaluation scheme requires� however� that the near end
speech signal is recorded independently from the far
echo signal� Having these signals we can calculate�

� ERLEC � the time average of the echo return loss
enhancement of the compensator C�k��

� ERLECH � the time average of the echo attenuation
of the combined system �compensator C � echo
shaping �lter H�� and

� SEGSNR� the distortion of the near end signal
caused by the echo shaping �lter measured by the
segmental SNR�

To increase the signi�cance of the SEGSNR as a dis�
tortion measure the echo shaping �lter is implemented
as a linear phase FIR �lter� Thus� the SEGSNR cri�
terium measures the spectral amplitude distortions of
the near end signal� For more details about the simula�
tion conditions see 	��

��� Single Talk Results

During single talk of the far end speaker we are mainly
interested in the echo attenuation as a function of the
compensator order� i�e� as a function of the overall al�
gorithm complexity� and furthermore in the performance



at high near end noise levels� To test our algorithms
we measured real signals in a car environment �rever�
beration time approximately ���� s�� The simulations
were run with compensator orders NC � ���� ���� ���
and near�signal�to�noise ratios SNRs

n � �
 dB and
SNRs

n � �� dB�
The mean values of the Echo Return Loss Enhance�

ment averaged over all �� simulation runs are presented
in Table �� Each speech sample had a duration of � s�

SNR
d
n � �� dB SNR

d
n � �� dB

NC ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

ERLEC dB ��	 ���	 �
�� ��� ���� ����

ERLECH dB ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���� �
��

Table �� ERLEC and ERLECH during single talk�

It can be seen that the algorithm can adjust to the
insu�cient attenuation of the compensator �e�g� for
NC � ����� For NC � ��� and NC � ��� the ERLECH

is about the same� only depending on the SNRd
n� When

more background noise is present a lower attenuation is
tolerable as the echo will be partly masked by the near
signal� Since the echo shaping �lter is used with a com�
pensator of relative low order the convergence of the
compensator in the presence of high noise levels is still
very satisfactory� Due to the time varying echo shap�
ing �lter in the sending path the output signal will be
modulated�

��� Double Talk Results

To test the algorithms under double talk conditions
eight speech samples of far end speech were processed
whereas eight other samples served as near end speech�
The duration of each sample was about � s� The near�
speech�to�echo ratio SNRs

d was varied to simulate dif�
ferent distances of the near speaker to the microphone�
or di�erent coupling strengths between the loudspeaker
and the microphone� The compensator was of order
NC � ��� for all experiments� The near�speech�to�noise
ratios SNRs

n were �
 dB and �� dB in these experi�
ments� The results for double talk are summarized in
Table ��

SNR
s
n � �� dB SNR

s
n � �� dB

SNR
s

d
dB �� � �� �� � ��

ERLEC dB ���� �
�
 �	�� ���� ���� 
��

ERLECH dB ���� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ����

SEGSNR dB ��	 ���� ���� ��� �
�� ���	

Table �� ERLEC � ERLECH and SEGSNR

during double talk�

If the power of the near end signal is signi�cantly
higher than the power of the far echo there is only a
low additional echo suppression� and consequently a low
distortion of the near end signal� When the near end

signal has signi�cantly less power than the echo the near
signal will be distorted but still highly intelligible� As
the near end signal power rises the noise modulations
are less disturbing� During double talk the algorithm
su�ers from estimation errors in ��k� 	��

� Conclusions

Since the FIR acoustic echo canceller alone does not de�
liver su�cient echo attenuation under all circumstances
an additional echo attenuation device is needed� Using
the attenuation characteristics of an ideal Wiener �lter a
control algorithm for the additional �lter is developed�
Simulation results show that the combined con�gura�
tion delivers a high echo attenuation even when using
a relatively short echo compensator� and that the sys�
tem complexity in this way may be reduced� The dis�
advantage of the system is that background noise will
be modulated� This can be countered by using comfort
noise�
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